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How to insert a 70 cm IV line from under the elbow so the line ends in a large vein that doesn’t get 
irritated beyond the shoulder near the heart (for medium term IV usage)

1.  Open the gloves.  Drop the sterile items into the packaging of the gloves BEFORE you but the gloves 
on.  This must be done so your dirty hands only touch the packaging of the items, and the items 
themselves drop cleanly onto the glove's packaging not touching anything else.
2.  Put on gloves
3.  Clean area where line will go with alcohol.
4.  Use filter needles to fill syringes with saline and heparin
5.  Fill the line and extension with saline
6.  Put the plastic needle around the outside of painful needle
7.  Put metal needle into patient.  Make sure it goes into a large vein.  Loads of blood should come out 
the needle to show it is in the right place.
8.  Push the plastic needle into patient around the big needle, and remove the big needle leaving the 
plastic needle in the patient.
9.  Push the entire IV line into the patient slowly, then remove the metal wire from inside the line
10.  Remove the plastic needle and then break it in half to remove it from around the line.
11.  Connect the line extension to the line. This is so all the usage of line end wears out the extension 
(instead of the line itself) which can then be replaced.
12.  Flush the line with saline.  Start slow, but then you should be able to push it fast without it hurting.
13.  Fill the line with heparin to stop a blood clot forming where the blood touches the saline at the end of 
the line.

1. Filter needle
2. Syringe
3. Heparin bottle
4. Saline bottle
5. Plastic needle
6. Metal needle
7. IV line
8. Line extender
9. Alcohol cleaning swab

10. Alcohol wipe
11. Gloves
12. Glove packaging used
as sterile area
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Theresa May.
Does not have a clue what an IP 
address is but doesn’t stop her 
sounding like the worst sort of 
school teacher who thinks she 
knows best.  Didn’t consult anyone 
on her brexit negotiations.  
Completely ruined the country.  Acts 
completely emotionless so nobody 
has a clue what she is doing, but 
does whatever she wants like a self 
entitled cunt.

Nick Mellor.
Hates anyone who 
surfs lifts.  Forces lift 
companies to obey his 
silly LEIA nonsense.  
Loves generic lift 
companies.

Hates anyone who 
surfs lifts.  Used to 
work for Express but 
is against everything  
Express stood for.  
Ran a magazine that 
loves cheap nasty 
generic lift 
companies.

Tony Blair.
Conservative in 
descise.  Forced the 
country to the right 
while pretending he 
was the left.  Arse 
licked george bush.  
Just don’t think 
about the number of 
people killed in iraq 
due to him.

Boris Johnson.
Pretends to be a buffoon 
which conveniently 
allows him to not be 
held to the same level of 
criticism as his rivals.  
Wrote two separate 
Brexit speeches.  
Suspended parlement.  
Anti democratic.

Donald 
Trump.

How on earth 
can he be 
president of 
the USA.
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Some nabour of mind put a 
note through my letterbox 
asking me to join a local 
community forum.  The 
forum was full of 
neighbours complaining 
about nonsense.  So I 
decided to troll them.
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TecstuffLifts
A few lift motor rooms I have visited this month 

1972 Leonard 
Peters Aufzüge

1998 Schindler M-Series

New Osma 
MRL
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GLASS LIFT SURF IN A SHOPPING CENTER

Nice view of the centre from on top the liftI managed to put it on inspection without having 
anyone in the lift

The top floor of this lift is rarely used office entrance so it was the best place to get on and off

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
https://youtu.be/bxzU_b6PBIo
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Night Time Church Climb
This scaffolding is pretty much the best point of view in the middle of budapest (After the Marriott 
hotel of course). I was surprised not finding any security or climb protection on this one

7

The way up was climbing the lift tracks in the backyard of the church to avoid getting caught
I decided to climb on the outside on the way down. Someone spotted me just when getting to 
street level

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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Trizo’s page!
Apologies if you already heard some things here and there, but I have been too lazy 
the past time to actually do pages on here. Now I have time and I decided to do 
them now!

My placement

I had a placement at a major German cleaning products company. I looked into the 
job of the electrical engineer and also had lots to do with lifts. Here are some photos 
of the (mostly original 50s) lifts.

Small innerdoorless goods lift Large 50s BAAS Motor room

The BAAS Lift itself. No cartop controls, but a
Long metal rod used to unlock doors

Panel they rescued out of the skip when
A building got pulled down

Moocow.club - Trizo’s private selection
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Trizo’s 2nd page!

Some floor selecion wheel they also rescued
That’s what I call a lift alarm!

Anti-explosion lift fixtures

This epic abandoned lift is gonna
Be gone by next year

Don’t blow compressed air
Up your arse!

This epic relay lift started malfunctioning after a power cut!
But luckily I managed to fix it on my own!

Oops! This lift ran into the
End switch

Moocow.club - Trizo’s private selection
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Trizo’s 3rd page!

Trizocbs elevators

I have finally released the german version of my website of my lift company, Trizocbs 
Elevators! Link can be found here: https://sites.google.com/view/trizocbselevators/
*We always aim for better and longer-lasting lifts! Our exclusively custom lifts are 
equipped with High-Quality hand-picked components and are guaranteed to run for 
at least 50 years!*

Liftsnetwork : Skyscrapersim

As the original skyscrapersim forum shut down, a former moderator decided to 
re-do the forum by using nothing but an out-of-the-box forum solution that looks 
ever so generic, boring and bland! Rules on this forum discriminate against people 
younger than 18 for no reason! I opened my own forum and gave it lots of custom 
features, looks and perks. As of 9/8/19, 70+ members are already registered. Link: 
http://trz.mooo.com/skyscraperforum

Why the other forum is so bad.
https://imgur.com/a/r243xy2

Moocow.club - Trizo’s private selection

https://sites.google.com/view/trizocbselevators/
http://trz.mooo.com/skyscraperforum
https://imgur.com/a/r243xy2
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Went back to Grain sea fort 
for some abseiling.

Grain sea fort is 
deteriorating.  The supports 
for the tower have 
deteriorated a lot and the 
tower will likely fall down 
eventually.
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THE END
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